LIQUID FENCE®

DEER & RABBIT REPELLENT

REPELS DEER & RABBITS
From Landscaped Ornamental Gardens, Flowers, Shrubs, Trees & Vines

APPLY YEAR-ROUND
RAIN RESISTANT
COVERS UP TO 500 SQ FT

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION
See back panel for additional precautionary statements.

HARMLESS TO PLANTS & ANIMALS

Active Ingredients:
Putrescent Whole Egg Solids... 1.040%
Garlic ....................................... 0.374%
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate ............. 0.040%
Thyme Oil................................. 0.010%
Other Ingredients** ................ 98.536%

**Water, Potassium Sorbate, Sodium Benzoate, Trisodium Citrate Dihydrate, Citric Acid, Applearum

100% MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE *

†For terms of guarantee, see back panel.
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**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

**HOW IT WORKS**

The proprietor, gardeners, professionals and agriculturist combats deer and rabbits by using a product that releases a scent that the animal finds unpleasant. This product is applied around the perimeter of the area where the animal is likely to be found. The scent of the product will repel deer and rabbits for approximately one month thereafter. In areas where feeding pressure from deer and rabbits is intense, spray Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use once a week for three weeks and then approximately once per month thereafter. Please note: When using this product, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN CAUTION.** This product may be harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with eyes. If contact with eyes occurs, immediately flush with plenty of water. Seek medical attention if either occurs.

**NOTICE:** To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

**Questions or Comments?** Call 1-800-923-3623 or visit our website at www.liquidfence.com

Liquid Fence Co. represents that this product is a minimum risk pest control product and qualifies for exemption from EPA registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).

Distributed by Liquid Fence Co., PO Box 4406
Bridgeton, MO 63044-0406
7204-258-31 17-16726 © 2017

**PROOF OF PURCHASE**

FPO UPC
6 51124 70112 2

**GUARANTEE**

This product is warranted to perform as advertised in accordance with the label. If you are not satisfied with this product for any reason, send your written request for a refund to the MAKERS OF GARDEN Safe & BRAND PRODUCTS, 4001 E. Washington St., Suite A, Indianapolis, IN 46205. You must include a copy of your store receipt showing the price you paid. Please allow 10 weeks for processing.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. Storage: Store in original container in a cool, dry area inaccessible to children and pets. Protect from heat and freezing. Store between 40°F and 90°F. Keep containers closed tightly to prevent evaporation. If spillage occurs, dilute with water and flush away.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Do not reuse empty container. Dispose of empty container as required by municipal or local laws.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN CAUTION.** This product may be harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with eyes. If contact with eyes occurs, immediately flush with plenty of water. Seek medical attention if either occurs.

**NOTICE:** To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

Questions or Comments? Call 1-800-923-3623 or visit our website at www.liquidfence.com

Liquid Fence Co. represents that this product is a minimum risk pest control product and qualifies for exemption from EPA registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).

Distributed by Liquid Fence Co., PO Box 4406
Bridgeton, MO 63044-0406
7204-258-31 17-16726 © 2017

**STOP. READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USE.**
Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use

Fence Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use 2

AVERTISMENT TO THIS SCENT WILL NEVER DIMINISH, LIQUID
SCENT, SO DEER AND RABBITS DON'T EVEN HAVE TO TAKE
A SNIFF OR LICK TO IDENTIFY IT. IT JUST WORKS AND
COMMERCIAL GROWERS HAVE DISCOVERED LIQUID
FENCE® DEER & RABBIT REPELLENT READY-TO-USE 2
WORKS ON STEERS AND COWS JUST AS EFFECTIVELY AS
IT DOES ON DEER AND RABBITS.

HOW IT WORKS
Homeowners, gardeners, professional landscapers and commercial growers have discovered Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use 2 works on steers and cows just as effectively as it does on deer and rabbits. Contrary to other repellents that require the animals to browse to be effective, Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use works on contact, so deer and rabbits don't have to take a long time to notice and react. Because the animals' natural aversion to this scent will never diminish, Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use 2 works 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

COMPONENTS
Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use 2 contains an extract of the urine of deer and rabbits. When sprayed around and in and around the area where you wish to repel deer and rabbits, it does not require the animals to browse to be effective. Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use 2 will not harm or harm the plants. When spraying around your crops, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.

METHODOLOGY
Methods known to make deer and rabbits avoid the sprayed area include:
- Spraying Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use once a week for three weeks and then approximately once per month thereafter. Please note: When using this product, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.
- Large areas may be sprayed with the Fogger or Mist Spray Nozzle. When using this product, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.
- Misting Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use around your cropswill also be effective. When spraying around the crops, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. STORE: In original container, in a cool, dry area inaccessible to children and pets. Protect from heat and freezing. Store between 40°F and 90°F. Keep containers closed tightly to prevent evaporation. If spillage occurs, dilute with water and flush away.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not reuse empty container. Dispose of empty container as required by municipal or local laws.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION. This product may be harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with eyes. If contact with eyes occurs, immediately flush with plenty of water. Seek medical attention if either occurs.

NOTICE: To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

Questions or Comments? Call 1-800-923-3623 or visit our website at www.liquidfence.com

Liquid Fence Co. represents that this product is a minimum risk pest control product and qualifies for exemption from EPA registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). Liquid Fence Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use 2 has been registered under the Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).

DISTRIBUTED BY LIQUID FENCE CO., 10855 Limerick Road, Bridgeton, MO 63044-0406

72041-25B-31 17-16726 © 2017

STOP. READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USE.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
SHAKE WELL before each use. Adjust nozzle for desired spray pattern. Apply liberally to plants and their perimeter during a dry period. Repeat the spraying process once a week and then approximately once per month thereafter. In areas where feeding pressure from deer and rabbits is intense, apply Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use, once a week for three weeks and then approximately once per month thereafter. Please note: When using this product, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.

STOP. LEA TODA LA ETIQUETA ANTES DE USAR.

MODO DE EMPLEO
ASETE BIEN antes de cada uso. Ajuste el boquilla al tipo de rocio deseado. Aplique abundantemente a los plátanos y su perímetro durante un período de tres semanas. Repita el proceso una semana después y luego aproximadamente una vez al mes en adelante. En las áreas donde la presión de los venados y conejos por alimentarse es intensa, rocíe el Repelente de venados y conejos listo para usar, Liquid Fence®, una vez por semana durante tres semanas y luego aproximadamente una vez al mes en adelante. Nota: Si el producto está empaquetado, puede inducir algún olor. Sin embargo, cuando haya secado, el olor no será perceptible para las personas, pero será fuerte para los animales.

Cómo funciona
Los propietarios, jardines, paisajistas profesionales y agricultores comerciales han descubierto que el Repelente de venados y conejos listo para usar, Liquid Fence®, detiene el daño causado por los venados y los conejos. Contrario a otros repelentes de venados y conejos cuya efectividad depende de que los animales consuman el Repelente de venados y conejos listo para usar, Liquid Fence® funciona por el olor, así que los venados y conejos no tienen que probar el olor para evitarlo. Como la aversión natural de los animales a este olor nunca disminuye, el Repelente de venados y conejos listo para usar, Liquid Fence®, NO tiene que rotase con otras marcas de repelentes.

Declaraciones preventivas
NUNCA APlique EL PRODUCTO Sobre NIñas
PRECAUCIÓN: Este producto puede ser nocivo si se ingiere. Evite el contacto con los ojos. En caso de contacto con los ojos, límpie inmediatamente con abundante agua. Busque atención médica si sufre alguna de las tres cosas.
NOTA: Hasta el grado que sea compatible con la legislación pertinente, el comprador asume toda la responsabilidad para seguridad y uso que no estén de acuerdo con las instrucciones.

¿Preguntas e inquietudes? Llame al 1-800-923-3623

¿Preguntas e inquietudes? Llame al 1-800-923-3623

STOP. READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USE.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
SHAKE WELL before each use. Adjust nozzle for desired spray pattern. Apply liberally to plants and their perimeter during a dry period. Repeat the spraying process once a week and then approximately once per month thereafter. In areas where feeding pressure from deer and rabbits is intense, apply Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use, once a week for three weeks and then approximately once per month thereafter. Please note: When using this product, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. STORE: In original container, in a cool, dry area inaccessible to children and pets. Protect from heat and freezing. Store between 40°F and 90°F. Keep containers closed tightly to prevent evaporation. If spillage occurs, dilute with water and flush away.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Do not reuse empty container. Dispose of empty container as required by municipal or local laws.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION. This product may be harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with eyes. If contact with eyes occurs, immediately flush with plenty of water. Seek medical attention if either occurs.

NOTICE: To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

Questions or Comments? Call 1-800-923-3623 or visit our website at www.liquidfence.com

Liquid Fence Co. represents that this product is a minimum risk pest control product and qualifies for exemption from EPA registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).

DISTRIBUTED BY LIQUID FENCE CO., 10855 Limerick Road, Bridgeton, MO 63044-0406

72041-25B-31 17-16726 © 2017

STOP. READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USE.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
SHAKE WELL before each use. Adjust nozzle for desired spray pattern. Apply liberally to plants and their perimeter during a dry period. Repeat the spraying process once a week and then approximately once per month thereafter. In areas where feeding pressure from deer and rabbits is intense, apply Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use, once a week for three weeks and then approximately once per month thereafter. Please note: When using this product, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. STORE: In original container, in a cool, dry area inaccessible to children and pets. Protect from heat and freezing. Store between 40°F and 90°F. Keep containers closed tightly to prevent evaporation. If spillage occurs, dilute with water and flush away.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Do not reuse empty container. Dispose of empty container as required by municipal or local laws.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION. This product may be harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with eyes. If contact with eyes occurs, immediately flush with plenty of water. Seek medical attention if either occurs.

NOTICE: To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

Questions or Comments? Call 1-800-923-3623 or visit our website at www.liquidfence.com

Liquid Fence Co. represents that this product is a minimum risk pest control product and qualifies for exemption from EPA registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).
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Repelente de venados y conejos listo para usar 2

Fence Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use does not bite to be repelled. Because the animals' natural aversion to this smell never diminishes, Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use is effective, even if the venados and conejos renounce the odor. Just apply it and your problem is solved. Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use once a week for three weeks and then approximately once per month thereafter. Please note: When using this product, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.

WHAT WORKS
Herbivorous, garden, professional landscapers, and commercial growers have discovered Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use works on scent, as deer and rabbits don’t know how to take a bait to be repelled. Because the animals’ natural aversion to this scent will never diminish, Liquid Fence Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use never NOT have to be rotated with other repellent brands.

NOTE: To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions. Questions or Comments? Call 1-800-923-3623 or visit our website at www.liquidfence.com Liquid Fence Co. represents that this product is a minimum risk pest control product and assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION. This product may be harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with eyes. If contact with eyes occurs, immediately flush with plenty of water. Seek medical attention if either occurs.
NOTICE: To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.
Questions or Comments? Call 1-800-923-3623 or visit our website at www.liquidfence.com

STORAGE: Store in original container, in a cool, dry area inaccessible to children and pets. Protect from heat and freezing. Store between 40°F and 90°F. Keep containers closed tightly to prevent evaporation. If spillage occurs, dilute with water and flush away.
CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Do not reuse empty container. Dispose of empty container as required by municipal or local laws.

HOW TO PURCHASE
PROOF OF PURCHASE
FPO UPC
6 51124 70112 2

HOW IT WORKS
Herbivorous, garden, professional landscapers, and commercial growers have discovered Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use works on scent, as deer and rabbits don’t know how to take a bait to be repelled. Because the animals’ natural aversion to this scent will never diminish, Liquid Fence Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use never NOT have to be rotated with other repellent brands.

FROM THE MAKERS OF
GARDEN SAFE®

STOP. READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USE.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
SHAKE WELL before each use. Adjust nozzle for desired spray pattern. Apply by hand or use a sprayer with a nozzle that allows a fine mist spray. Apply to stakes and trees in concentrations of 1 oz per gallon. Mulch application of 50 to 100 oz per acre per month thereafter. In areas where feeding pressure from deer and rabbits is intense, spray Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use once a week for three weeks and then approximately once per month thereafter. Please note: When using this product, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. STORAGE: Store in original container, in a cool, dry area inaccessible to children and pets. Protect from heat and freezing. Store between 40°F and 90°F. Keep containers closed tightly to prevent evaporation. If spillage occurs, dilute with water and flush away.
CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Do not reuse empty container. Dispose of empty container as required by municipal or local laws.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION. This product may be harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with eyes. If contact with eyes occurs, immediately flush with plenty of water. Seek medical attention if either occurs.
NOTICE: To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions. Questions or Comments? Call 1-800-923-3623 or visit our website at www.liquidfence.com Liquid Fence Co. represents that this product is a minimum risk pest control product and assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION. This product may be harmful if swallowed. Avoid contact with eyes. If contact with eyes occurs, immediately flush with plenty of water. Seek medical attention if either occurs.
NOTICE: To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions. Questions or Comments? Call 1-800-923-3623 or visit our website at www.liquidfence.com Liquid Fence Co. represents that this product is a minimum risk pest control product and assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

GARANTÍA

STOP. READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USE.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
SHAKE WELL before each use. Adjust nozzle for desired spray pattern. Apply by hand or use a sprayer with a nozzle that allows a fine mist spray. Apply to stakes and trees in concentrations of 1 oz per gallon. Mulch application of 50 to 100 oz per acre per month thereafter. In areas where feeding pressure from deer and rabbits is intense, spray Liquid Fence® Deer & Rabbit Repellent Ready-To-Use once a week for three weeks and then approximately once per month thereafter. Please note: When using this product, you may notice an odor. Once it dries, the odor will not be noticeable to humans but will still be very noticeable to animals.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. STORAGE: Store in original container, in a cool, dry area inaccessible to children and pets. Protect from heat and freezing. Store between 40°F and 90°F. Keep containers closed tightly to prevent evaporation. If spillage occurs, dilute with water and flush away.
CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Do not reuse empty container. Dispose of empty container as required by municipal or local laws.